
CORRIGENDUM NO 1 

Title of Procedure: “Provision of support services to the European Union Agency for the 

Space Programme and the European Commission” 

Reference: EUSPA/OP/37/23 (EUSPA/PRG/2024/OP/0001) 

(WFID: 301881) 

1. Section 1.5.3 of Annex I to ITT – Tender Specifications is modified as follows: 

For the specific purposes of this tender and in connection with the provisions under sections 1.5.1 and 1.5.2 
establishing limitation in the number of contracts to be awarded to the same tenderer, :  

- the same economic operator cannot be member of more than one consortium; 

- the same economic operator cannot submit a bid for a given lot as member of a consortium and a bid for the 
same lot as sole tenderer. 
 

Non-compliance to this requirement will lead to rejection of the tender Corrig.1. 
 

Entities belonging to the same Group intending to submit a tender for different lots shall have to provide evidence of 
the autonomous/non-collusive character of the tender. 

 

2. Section 2.1.7 of Annex I to ITT – Tender Specifications is modified as follows: 

 

(a) For each task in the simulation exercise, the Tenderer shall identify in its tender 

(i) the proposed suitable team to execute each task (when it is to be delivered in a Service Mode) and 

Corrig.1 

(ii) the methods, proposed approach and the justification for its selection, work schedule, 

the proposed organisation and the involvement of the different profiles, envisaged 

for the production of each deliverable under Deliverables Mode.  
 

The proposed team and approach for the task delivery will be subject to tender evaluation, under 

award criterion Q2. 

 



 

(b) At a specific contract implementation level, the Contractor’s project manager shall identify a suitable team 
to execute each task in Service Mode / propose the methods, schedule, organisation and profiles 
involvement for the production of each Deliverable. The Contracting Authority will assess the proposal and 
confirm it, if deemed acceptable. The Contractor shall then deploy the confirmed team / organise the 
deliverables production in accordance with the confirmed schedule and work on the tasks until the 
respective tasks / deliverables are duly provided to the Contracting Authority. 

 
 

3. Section 7 of Annex I to ITT – Tender Specifications is modified as follows: 

The following documents contain Proprietary Information: 
 

Document Title Doc reference EUCI 

AD-130 Relevant programme security instruction31 
(‘PSI’) in its latest version 

 no 

AD-230 Tailored Security Classification Guide;  no 

AD-330 SPIDER Networks CONOPS in its latest ver- 

sion 

GSA-SEC-CA-UM-A03997 no 

AD-430 SPIDER Networks w/ Filkrypto SECOPS in 

its latest version 

GSA-SEC-CA-UM-A01718 no 

AD-530 SPIDER Networks w/ Filkrypto Key Man- 

agement Plan in its latest version 

GSA-SEC-CA-UM-A01392 no 

AD-630 Guidelines for deliveries of EU classified 

information level RESTREINT UE/EU RE- 

STRICTED in its latest version 

EUSPA-SEC-CSO-PRC-A21678 no 

AD-730 Guidelines for deliveries of EU classified 

information level CONFIDENTIEL UE/EU 

CONFIDENTIAL and above in its latest ver- 

sion 

EUSPA-SEC-CSO-PRC-A15666 no 

AD-830 EUSPA Delivery rules and procedure in its 

latest version 

EUSPA-SEC-CSO-PRC-A15666 no 
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Document Title Doc reference EUCI 

EU GNSS Programme COMSEC Instructions 
EU GNSS Programme 
COMSEC Instructions 

no Corrig.1 

 

N.B. EU GNSS Programme COMSEC Instructions are to be made available to the Contractors after FWC 

signature.Corrig.1 
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